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Structure of the Talk

• Part 1. Image Captioning. Limitations of Current Methods. The need 
for Compositional Models.

• Part 2. Closed Set Activity Recognition. Limitations of Current 
Methods. The need for Compositional Models.

• Part 3. Open Set Activity Recognition and Language Models. Examples 
of Compositional Models. 

• You probably notice a common theme.



Part 1. Image Captioning: 2014

• “Alan, you said this was impossible and couldn’t be done for many years but now I’m reading 
about it in the New York Times”. Heinrich Buelthoff. Director Max-Planck Institute. (2014).

• My reply to Heinrich “It is still impossible. I know the New York Times article. Some of the 
work it mentions was done by my student Junhao Mao”. 

• Vision-language systems had a huge performance jump thanks to neural network methods 
and the availability of large datasets. Many groups were involved – Baidu, Google, Microsoft, 
Facebook, Stanford, Berkeley, UCLA (not an exhaustive list – please don’t sue me).

• Example Image Captions from Junhao Mao et al. 
“Deep Captioning with Multimodal Recurrent 
Neural Networks (M-RNN)”. ICLR. 2015.



But I had a question for Junhao.
• How can these image-captioning algorithms distinguish between “dog bites 

man’s left leg” and “man kicks dog with his right foot”?
• The algorithms would need to detect the pose of humans and dogs – e.g., 

to specify the precise positions of the legs of the human, and the teeth of 
the dog.

• But detecting human pose is challenging and only possible because 
researchers have trained human-pose-detectors on large  datasets with key-
points annotated. We can’t detect the pose of dogs because we don’t have 
annotated datasets of them.

• So how can image-captioning models learn to do this only using image-level 
annotation? It seems too good to be true. 

• Surely we need more sophisticated compositional models of actors (e.g., 
men and dogs) with attributes (e.g., legs and  teeth) who are interacting?



My suggestion is Compositional Models

• Compositional Models represent an object in terms of its parts and the 
“explicit” spatial relationships between them. 

• Example: Represent humans in terms of their parts (left image) and flexible 
compositions (right image). Flexible compositions (right) means that the 
graph structure can be adaptive to the input and can deal with occlusion.

• Xianjie Chen & A. Yuille (NIPS 2014, CVPR 2015).
• An enormous literature on this topic.



Image Captioning: Current Limitations

• Neural network methods that work for Image Captioning can be generalized to 
harder tasks, such as referring expressions (generate unambiguous object 
descriptions). J.Mao et al. 2016. 

• They still perform well, much better than alternatives, but have some unusual 
and inexplicable errors (J.B. Tenenbaum. Personal Communication).

• But these neural network methods do not extend to more general situations. 
For example, Visual Turing tests which try to understand images by answering 
a series of questions. (D. Geman et al. PNAS. 2015). 

• These seem to need compositional models which can parse humans, dogs, and 
other objects into their parts.



Part 2. Closed-Set Activity Recognition
• What about closed-set activity recognition from video sequences? This is a simple 

extension of Image Captioning to Videos.
• Note: closed-set means that we classify the videos to a set of pre-defined labels. So we 

can train algorithms using many annotated videos with labels specified. This is the 
simplest possible video-language task. The language is the list of activity labels.

• Neural network approaches have been extended to perform action recognition on videos 
(e.g., TSN and I3D) and perform well on benchmarks.

• But surely closed-set activity should also need compositional models? Particularly if one 
activity was “dog biting man” and another was “man kicking dog”?

• So what have these action recognition neural networks really learned? Are they really 
classifying the actions? Or are they fitting biases in the dataset?

• And can these methods be extended to the more challenging task of open-set activity 
classification?

• J. Lyu et al. Understanding What Activity Classification Models Have Learnt. CVPR 
Workshop. 2020.



Use Synthetic Data to Study Activity Recognition 

• We render  synthetic videos of humans punching. We train state-of-the art activity 
recognition methods (TSN and I3D) for these tasks using the USC101  activity dataset.

• Then we  test performance of these trained models on our synthetic stimuli. 

•
• Why are the Deep Nets (TSN and I3D) so bad at generalizing to the synthetic data?
• Note: there are always problems for algorithms trained on real to generalize to synthetic, 

but they are not usually as bad as this.

Model Class Name Top-1 accuracy Top-5 accuracy

TSN Punching 0.00 0.00
I3D Punching bag 6.25 41.67
I3D Punching person 6.25 31.25



Why do Deep Nets fail to recognize synthetic punching ?

• We conjecture that a deep network model trained on UCF101 (right) 
overfits to the background. Hence it is unable to detect the punching 
action in the synthetic data, which consists of a single boxer (left).

• Note: videos from this class in UCF101 are mostly boxing matches and 
boxers punching sandbags.



Diagnosing Deep Networks by CAMs. 

• Class Activation Maps (CAM) detect the discriminative image regions (red 
is most discriminative) used by a CNN to identify a specific activity class.

• CAMs of punching videos from UCF101 test set. CNNs detect the ropes of 
the boxing ring and the torso of the humans. Not the boxers boxing!



But what is Boxing? There are many variants.
• Boxing involves actors (boxers, boxing bags, kangaroos) interacting 

with each other. Boxers have attributes (e.g., boxing gloves).
• (1) A single person boxing. 
• (2) A professional boxing matching with a referee and spectators. 
• (3) Two kangaroos boxing. 
• (4) A kangaroo boxing a man. 



A Boxer attacks by a composition of punches.
• There are a several types of punches. E.g, left-jab, right-jab, left-upper-cut, 

right-upper-cut. 
• A boxer attacks with a sequence, or composition, of punches -- e.g., left-

jab, right-jab, upper-cut – while the other boxer responds by appropriate 
defenses.

• Both boxers also move and perform a complex dance of threats and 
counter-threats.

• Modeling this requires compositional models of the boxers (their arms, 
legs, head), their attributes (boxing gloves), and their sequence of actions 
(movements and attacks/defenses) that they can make. 

• Note: this is particularly complicated because the boxers are typically 
heavily occluded.



Boxing Matches consist of a Sequence of Events
• A boxing match is a sequence of actor interacting. From Monty Python’s Boxing Commentary. 

Don’t read if you don’t like 1970’s English Comedy.
• And a left and a right and a right jab that's taken the Champ's shoulder off. 
• And here's the Killer again with a right and another left and a bash with a hammer and a terrific 

smack with a heavy thud right into the skull and there's a gaping hole right through the Champ's 
body now. 

• And now the Killer's working on the cut eye with a series of beautifully placed punches and the 
head's coming loose. (the doctors and nurses getting increasingly excited) 

• The Champ must try and keep his head on. The Killer's kicked him in the groin and he's bitten half 
his left buttock off and the referee's stepped in with a warning there.

• .And his head's off! (everyone cheers) His head that's come off in so many fights is off in the 
thirty-first second. It's rolled away down to the left ... but what's happening? 

• The Killer's being talked to by the referee. There's the Champ ... plucky little body racing around 
the ring, trying to find his opponent. And the Killer has been disqualified. (pandemonium breaks 
out in the ward - some patients cheering, doctors thumping them in disagreement) 

• He's been disqualified ... this great fighter who has killed more than twenty people in his career 
has at last been defeated by this courageous headless little southpaw from New York. And there's 
a great roar here as the referee raises the arm of the new World Heavyweight Champion. 



Part 3. Open-Set Activity Classification
• Current deep network approaches are already challenged for activity classification with 

closed-set labels. I’d argue we need compositional models for the actors, their attributes, 
and their spatiotemporal interactions.

• Open-Set Activity Classification is an even harder task. It is also more interesting, from the 
language perspective,  because it yields a combinatorial set of activity-labels.

• The activity-labels only need to be defined only at test-time. We may be asked if the 
video contained a specific set of actors with specific attributes with a specific spatial-
temporal sequence of interactions. And we may never have seen a video with this activity 
label before (i.e. we have had no opportunity to train on it).

• For example, we might be asked if the video contained a monkey-riding-bicycle, even if 
we had never seen a video of this activity before. But “monkey” and “bicycle” would be 
members of our set of actors and “riding” would be in our set of spatial-temporal 
interactions. 

• The activity labels can also allow spatial-temporal changes. For example, man-with-box-
walks-to-car, man-puts-box-on-ground, man-opens-trunk, man-picks-up-box-from-
ground, man-puts-box-in-trunk, man-closes-trunk.



Open-Set Activity Classification
• We formulate this by a compositional system which has hidden-states representing the actors, their 

attributes, and their spatial-temporal  interactions. An activity-label corresponds to a sequence of the 
hidden states with allowable transitions between states. There is “evidence”, or “scores” for the presence of 
actors/attributes/interactions which can be given by CNNs. For example, an off-the-shelf CNN trained for 
monkey detection (on another dataset) can be used to detect if the actor “monkey” is present in a specific 
position in a video-frame.

• This is reminiscent of Hidden-Markov Models.

• This has many interesting properties and applications:
• (1) Robot Surgery – and can be used to train a robot by watching a human surgeon. 
• (2) Surveillance – detect suspicious activities, even those which are defined at test-time.
• (3) Ask Turing Test questions about the videos. Provided all questions can be expressed in terms of actors, 

attributes, and their spatial-temporal interactions.

• Dynamic Attributes for Zero-Shot Learning (DAZSL) 
• Tae Soo Kim et al. Arxiv. 2020. To appear in AAAI 2021.
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Results of our  Compositional Formulation

1. Zero-shot classification with dynamic attribute signatures
• A new state-of-the-art on the Olympic Sports dataset.

2. We are the first to demonstrate zero-shot recognition of complex action 
sequences which jointly segment and classify fine-grained surgical activities.
• Strong baseline joint classification and segmentation results on the JIGSAWS 

dataset.

3. We have demonstrated zero-shot classification of human-object interactions 
requiring no supervised training of attributes using off-the-shelf object detectors.
• A practical application on the DIVA dataset, outperforming supervised neural 

network baselines. 
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Definitions

• Activity (eg. Surgery)
• The highest level concept that can be decomposed into a sequence 

of actions (𝑦𝑦1, … ,𝑦𝑦𝑁𝑁)

• Action (eg. “Pushing needle through tissue” in surgery, “bowling” in sports)
• Each action 𝑦𝑦 further decompose into a set of 𝐾𝐾 elementary attributes

such that 𝑦𝑦 = {𝑎𝑎1, … ,𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘}

Task: Given a set of image frames 𝑋𝑋 = 𝑥𝑥1, … , 𝑥𝑥𝑇𝑇 , map each frame 𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡 to action 𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 by 
detecting the presence/absence of each attribute  �𝑎𝑎 𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡 in the video, then choosing 
the action whose signature 𝑎𝑎 𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 best fits predicted attributes.
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Dynamic Attribute Labeling

Indoor Water Big Ball One-arm 
Open

Throw Away One-arm 
Swing

1 0 1 1 1 1

Indoor Water Big Ball One-arm 
Open

Throw Away One-arm 
Swing

1 0 1 From 0 to 1 From 0 to 1 From 0 to 1

“Static”

“Dynamic”

Bowling
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Dynamic Attribute Sequences by Hidden States  (c.f., HMMs)

State machines implement dynamic attribute logic.

An example transducer mapping a length-two sequence to its 
detection scores.
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b

Temporal Rule (0): “Absence”

a

“Absence of Person. No person in frame”

: 0
: 1

Temporal Rule 0
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b

Temporal Rule (1): “Throughout”

a

“Presence of vehicle, and vehicle present throughout the video”

: 0
: 1

Temporal Rule 1
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c

Temporal Rule (2): “at the beginning”

ba

“A person disappears: presence of person , then absence of person”

: 0
: 1

Temporal Rule 2
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c

Temporal Rule (3): “at the end”

ba

“A person appears: absence of person (at start of video), then presence of person”

: 0
: 1

Temporal Rule 3
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Bowling Sequence Example:

► Temporal rules specify allowable sequences of hidden states.

► Observations x_a, x_b, x_c, x_d from image frames a,b,c,d.

► Evidence, scores, for these hidden states from CNNs applied to the image frames.

24
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aThrow
-away a

When does 
Throw-Away 
happen?
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a bThrow
-away a b
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a b cThrow
-away a b c
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a b c dThrow
-away a b c d
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a b c dThrow
-away

P( Throw-away  | 𝒙𝒙𝒂𝒂 )

P(¬Throw-away  | 𝒙𝒙𝒂𝒂 )
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a b c dThrow
-away

P( Throw-away  | 𝒙𝒙𝒃𝒃 )

P(¬Throw-away  | 𝒙𝒙𝒃𝒃 )

0.05

0.95
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a b c dThrow
-away

P( Throw-away  | 𝒙𝒙𝒄𝒄 )

P(¬Throw-away  | 𝒙𝒙𝒄𝒄 )

0.05

0.95

0.13

0.87
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a b c dThrow
-away

0.05

0.95

0.13

0.87

0.97

0.03
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a b c dThrow
-away

-0.9

0.9

-0.74

0.74

0.94

-0.94

Rescale 
predictions
to ( -1 , 1 )
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a b c dThrow
-away

-0.9

0.9

-0.74

0.74

0.94

-0.94

Dynamic 
Attribute 
Signatures

𝒂𝒂𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂𝑻𝑻(𝒃𝒃𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒃𝒃)
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a b c dThrow
-away

-0.9

0.9

-0.74

0.74

0.94

-0.94

Dynamic 
Attribute 
Signatures

a b c d

Temporal Rule (3): 
𝒂𝒂𝒕𝒕𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂𝑻𝑻 𝒃𝒃𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒃𝒃 : “at the end”
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a b c dThrow
-away

0.9 0.74

0.94

Dynamic 
Attribute 
Signatures

Temporal Rule (3): 
𝒂𝒂𝒕𝒕𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂𝑻𝑻 𝒃𝒃𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒃𝒃 : “at the end”

a b c d

Compose

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐵𝐵𝑠𝑠𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵) =
1
3

(0.9 + 0.74 + 0.94) = 0.86
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Dynamic 
Attribute 
Signatures

𝒂𝒂𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻(𝒃𝒃𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒃𝒃)
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a b c dIndoor

0.87 0.99 0.98

Dynamic 
Attribute 
Signatures

a b c d

Temporal Rule (1): 
𝒂𝒂𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻(𝒃𝒃𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒃𝒃): “Throughout”

Compose

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐵𝐵𝑠𝑠𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵) =
1
3

(0.87 + 0.99 + 0.98) = 0.95

“Score closer 
to 1 means 
predictions 
match well 
with action 
signatures”
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Dynamic attributes are effective for modeling actions

An attribute’s presence signal changes over time in an informative/discriminative way.
- Dynamic attribute signatures provide more discriminative representation than    

their static counterparts for zero-shot action classification.
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Olympic Sports Experiments

• 783 videos from 16 sport action categories
• 50 random independent trials to choose 8 

seen and 8 unseen classes.
• I3D is trained to predict all attributes from 

a video segment

• W: word2vec embedding
• A: attribute based embedding
• ID: Inductive model
• TD: Transductive model
• ZSL: Zero-shot-learning evaluation GZSL: General 

ZSL evaluation
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JIGSAWS Evaluation: Zero-shot Classification

• 39 Instances of instances of 8 surgeons performing a benchtop simulation training 
task of suturing a robot-assisted minimally invasive surgical using the da Vinci.

• Dataset contains video of the performance as well as kinematics (only rgb video is 
used in this work)

• Each instance has per-frame gesture class labels for 10 types of actions that occur 
during the task.

• Dynamic attributes are manually labeled for zero-shot classification.

(G4): “Transferring needle from left to right”
Vrs. 

(G6): “Pulling suture with left hand”
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Zero-shot reasoning for complex activities

- We have shown our we can successfully model actions as sequences of attributes.
- Note that complex activities contain sequences of actions.

- Our framework is flexible: we can apply the same methodology to model             
sequence of actions: we can perform zero-shot segmentation (to find where 

actions start and end).
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Zero-shot joint classification and segmentation

We often have prior knowledge of a) the typical 
sequence, b) the likely sequences or c) the ideal case. 
Our framework allows us to define and encode this type 
of prior knowledge:

“The practitioner begins by reaching for the needle (G1), then moves to 
the work area (G5), then executes a suture (G2 - G6). At this point they 
can either transfer the needle from the left to the right hand (G4) and 
perform another suture, or drop the suture and end the activity (G11).”

Comparison to fully-supervised SOTA

Effect of prior structural information 
about the action sequences
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DIVA Evaluation: supervision-free zero-shot system

off-the-shelf Detectron implementation using the e2e mask rcnn X-101-64x4d-FPN 1x configuration

• Given off-the-shelf object detectors and dynamic attribute signatures, we define a human Entering and 
Exiting a vehicle with the hidden state sequences shown below.

• We compare against a fully supervised end-to-end baseline (TRN).
• LOSO: Leave-One-Scene-Out Evaluation. 
• ALL: Training data contains samples from all scenes.
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Conclusion

► Image-Language models have made huge progress over the last six years due to neural networks 
and the availability of big data.

► But to go further, even for static images, we need compositional models to deal with “man-kicks-
dog” vrs. “dog-bites-man”. This applies even more strongly to closed-set activity recognition from 
video.

► Open-set-activity-recognition is a very important tasks. It includes zero-shot learning and responding 
to questions asked after the videos. It has applications to medicine and surveillance. It is interesting 
from a Language perspective, particularly if the set of actors, attributes, and spatial-temporal 
interactions are large.

► For open-set-activity-recognition the need for compositions of actors with attributes and spatial-
temporal interactions seems critical. I’ve briefly sketched DAZSL our first attempt at this problem.
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Brief References (1). Language and Single Images.
► Junhua Mao, W. Xu, Y Yang, J Wang, Z Huang, & A.L. Yuille. “Deep Captioning with Multimodal Recurrent  Neural Networks (M-

RNN)”. ICLR. 2015.

► Junhao Mao, J Huang, A Toshev, O Camburu, AL Yuille, & K Murphy. “Generation and comprehension of unambiguous object 
descriptions.” CVPR. 2016.

► Note: there is not enough space to cite the huge literature on image captioning and related topics (sorry).

► Donald Geman, Stuart Geman, Neil Hallonquist, and Laurent Younes. Visual Turing test for computer vision systems. Proceedings of 
the National Academy of Sciences. 112 (12). pp 3618-3623. 2015. Compositional Models: Human-Parsing Example

► Xianjie Chen and A.L. Yuille. Articulated pose estimation by a graphical model with image dependent pairwise relations. NIPS. 2014.

► Xianjie Chen and A.L. Yuille. “Parsing Occluded People by Flexible Compositions”. CVPR. 2015.

► Note: also a large literature on human parsing.
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Brief References (2): Activity Classification

► Khurram Soomro, Amir Roshan Zamir, and Mubarak Shah. “Ucf101: A dataset of 101 human actions classes from videos in the wild.” 
arXiv preprint arXiv:1212.0402, 2012.

► Limin Wang, Yuanjun Xiong, Zhe Wang, Yu Qiao, Dahua Lin, Xiaoou Tang, and Luc Van Gool. Temporal segment networks: Towards 
good practices for deep action recognition. In ECCV, pages 20–36. Springer, 2016.

► Bolei Zhou, Aditya Khosla, Agata Lapedriza, Aude Oliva, and Antonio Torralba. Learning deep features for discriminative localization. 
In CVPR, pages 2921–2929, 2016.

► Joao Carreira and Andrew Zisserman. Quo vadis, action recognition? a new model and the kinetics dataset. In CVPR, pages 6299–
6308, 2017.

► Note: a brief selection of closed-set-activity recognition papers.

► Jialing Lyu, Weichao Qiu, Xinyue Wei, Yi Zhang, Alan Yuille, Zheng-Jun Zha. Identity Preserve Transform: Understand What Activity 
Classification Models Have Learnt. CVPR. Workshop on Fair, Data Efficient and Trusted Computer Vision. 2020.
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Brief References (3) : Open-Set-Activity-Recognition

► TS Kim, Y Zhang, Z Xiao, M Peven, W Qiu, J Bai, A Yuille, GD Hager. Safer: Fine-
grained activity detection by compositional hypothesis testing. Arxiv. 2018.

► Tae Soo Kim, Jonathan D Jones, Michael Peven, Zihao Xiao, Jin Bai, Yi Zhang, 
Weichao Qiu, Alan Yuille, Gregory D Hager. DAZSL: Dynamic Attributes for Zero-
Shot Learning. Arxiv. 2020. To appear in AAAI 2021.
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